Optimize efficiency, and drive down cost and risk in global supply networks.

Learn how Daimler is deploying a next generation of supply chain capabilities with SAP S/4HANA to remain competitive and deliver key capabilities:

- **Supply Chain Management**: Centralize transportation requirements for order fulfillment. Achieve accurate and timely freight and forwarding settlements.
- **Demand Management and Insights**: Use this cloud-based solution that is powered by memory computing technology within SAP HANA and combines capabilities for sales and operations; demand, response, and supply planning; and inventory management application.
- **Transportation Management**: Promote material flow with strategically placed warehouse management. Streamline inbound and outbound logistics processes.
- **Order Promising**: Enable this intelligent ERP solution to capture every opportunity in today's digital world and remove common obstacles associated with legacy ERP applications, such as batch latency, complex landscapes, and manually driven processes.
- **Drive Profitable Growth**: MAHLE reduced costs, while decreasing cost of operation, with SAP S/4HANA for Advanced ATP and DDMRP buffer network for agility and low inventory.
- **Drive Profitable Growth**: Optimize transportation services with strategic shipper collaboration and freight management.